
FROM LEFT A pop of colour in the furniture upholstery sourced from Punjab furniture, Karnal, furniture finishes from ICA 
and Kalinga stone marble table tops in the lounge area greets the eye; Puneet Narang, Architect and Design Head of 
Puneet Narang Concepts; The fierce tiger wall art from Aditya Arora Gupta draws command in the space 
FACING PAGE CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT With tropical style cabana, quirky bar and the use of bold colours and 
graphics, this terrace lounge restaurant is an exuberant party place; A baboon is painted on High pressure laminate 
sheets and installed at a height of 40 ft; With hand paintings, Simpolo floor tiles, Epsori India lighting fixtures and 
instagrammable spots, this space has been stylised with ultimate glamour

A combination of elegance, vibe and mood makes a perfect recipe for an alluring restaurant experience. 
With tropical style cabana, quirky bar and the use of bold colours and graphics, this terrace lounge 
restaurant in the heart of Panipat is just that. An exuberant party place designed by Puneet Narang, 

Architect and Design Head of Puneet Narang Concepts, Cirqle Lounge is a melody of taste and owner’s 
brief. With the notion to craft a space to gather and spend time with family and friends and also keep 
sustainability in mind, wood became the focus material in the space. Outdoors with high pressure laminate 
sheets lay a subtle background for the rooftop terrace. Red plants and hand painted art infuses the perfect 
flavour of modernity and feels like poetry flowing through the space. Furniture finished with various textures 
and sheens of Italian wood finishes by ICA and tables with terrazzo marble table tops sets the mood right.

The designer’s inclination towards art can be picked up everywhere in this project. From the use of hand 
paintings to catchy art prints, the space is eclectic and offbeat. The moment you enter this lounge, the play 
of colours takes one to another high. The fierce tiger at the entrance draws command and gives a gist of 
what’s ahead. Use of black and white flooring in the restrooms and cabana lays a neutral base for the rest of 
the design elements to perfectly pop with their shapes and colour. With a character of its own, Punit’s vision 
flows throughout the lounge with his creativity souring in the sky. The wide range of Italian wood finishes from 
ICA render a state of art and luxury. Owned by a group of young aesthetes with great taste in design, Cirqle 
Lounge is a perfect hangout space in a small town like Panipat—all parts exquisite, charming and suave.
Website: www.icapidilite.com

S P E C I A L  F E AT U R E

ART SAYS IT ALL
A melody of taste, nuances of art and 
Italian wood finishes from ICA set the 
tone for this terrace lounge restaurant by 
Puneet Narang in Panipat


